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Let G be a compact abelian group, and r an action of G on a C*-algebra !!I, such 
that ‘u’(y) ‘u’(y)* = ‘Br(0) = ‘?I’ for all y E e, where ‘u’(y) is the spectral subspace of 
2I corresponding to the character y on G. Derivations 6 which are defined on the 
algebra 2I, of G-finite elements are considered. In the special case 61,, =0 these 
derivations are characterized by a cocycle on e with values in the relative com- 
mutant of ‘W in the multiplier algebra of ZI, and these derivations are inner if and 
only if the cocycles are coboundaries and bounded if and only if the cocycles are 
bounded. Under various restrictions on G and 5 properties of the cocycle are 
deduced which again give characterizations of S in terms of decompositions into 
generators of one-parameter subgroups of r(G) and approximately inner 
derivations. Finally, a perturbation technique is devised to reduce the case 
a(%,) E 8, to the case ;S(211,) g QIF and 6 lQLr = 0. This is used to show that any 
derivation 6 with D(6) = VI, is wellbehaved and, if furthermore G =T' and 
6(911,) c VI,, the closure of 6 generates a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms 
of 2I. In the case G=T', d= 2. 3,... (finite), and 6(2I,)z%,, it is shown that 6 
extends to a generator of a group of *-automorphisms of the o-weak closure of VI 
in any G-covariant representation. ‘(’ 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 5 be a * -automorphic action of a compact abelian group G on a 
C*-algebra $3, and let a* be the fixed point algebra of the action. Let 6 be 
a *-derivation on ‘$I with domain D(6). We say that 6 is tangential to the 
action t in the strong sense if ‘W c D(6) and 6 1 81T = 0, and 6 is tangential to 
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z in the weak sense if simply ‘W c D(6). If 2I is abelian these concepts coin- 
cide. 
This paper will be concerned with the properties and classification of 
such derivations. This problem has been solved for strongly tangential 
derivations in special cases in [PP] (for the gauge action on the CAR- 
algebra) and in [BEJ] (for ergodic actions), and a related problem where 
the group G does not occur was considered in [Pri] (where ‘3’ is replaced 
by a maximal abelian sub-algebra of an A&algebra); see also [Kum]. The 
result in [BEJ] when ‘8 is simple is that the derivation has a unique 
decomposition 6 = a,+$, where do is the generator of a one-parameter 
subgroup of the G-action and d is approximately inner, while the main 
result in [PP] is that 6 = 6, (both under some additional technical 
assumptions). 
On the other hand, if one assumes, in addition to 6 being strongly 
tangential, that 6 commutes with the action z, then the derivation 6 can be 
characterized by a map L from the dual group G into certain unbounded 
skew-adjoint operators L(y) affiliated with the center of the bi-dual of ‘?I’ 
[BJ]. This idea was pushed further in [BE], [BJKR], and [Bra], and at 
the end of [BDR] it was pointed out that operators corresponding to L(y) 
can be defined even when 6 does not commute with the action r, under 
suitable restrictions on the action z. In this paper, we systematize this idea. 
Let 217(y) = {A E ‘3 1 t,(A) = (y, g)A for all gE G} be the minimal spectral 
spaces for the action z. Then the linear span ‘W(y) ‘W(y)* of all elements 
XY*, with X, YEW(~), is an ideal in 2II’ [BJ], KR], and [KT]), and the 
restriction we shall make on z is that this ideal is either zero or equal to W. 
Actually, by passing to a qotient of G as in [BE, proof of Theorem 4.21, we 
may assume that G acts faithfully on a, and in this case our condition on 
the spectral subspaces becomes imply: 
V’(y) w(y)* = w for all y E G. (U 
This condition is satisfied if 9I is the crossed product of ‘?I’ by an action 
tl of G, and t is the dual action [Ped], and also if r is an ergodic action. 
The standard assumption on the derivation 6 will be 
where %, is the linear span of the spectral subspaces ‘W(y). The most 
essential part of this assumption is that ‘3I’ c D(6), otherwise the condition 
is somewhat arbitrary, but technically simple. In Sections 2-4 we will also 
use the standing assumption 
61,r=O. (2) 
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In the case that 9l has an identity, and (2) holds, (1) may be replaced by 
the seemingly weaker condition that D(6) A ‘9V(y) is dense in 2I’(y) for all 
y E 6, but the reasoning in [BDR, remark after Proposition 3.41, shows 
that this implies 2l,cD(6). 
In Section 2, we define a natural action a of G on the algebra B = 
(2V)’ n M(‘%), where M(‘%) is the multiplier algebra of 2l, and we find that 
* derivations 6 satisfying ( 1) and (2) are characterized by certain skew-ad- 
joint a-cocycles L: G -+ 23. A similar cocycle was considered in [Tak]. 
Correspondences between properties of 6 and properties of L are discussed 
in Section 3: e.g., 6 is inner in M(Q) if and only if L is a coboundary, and 6 
is bounded if and only if L is a coboundary, and 6 is bounded if and only if 
L is uniformly bounded over G. 
In Section 4, we show that if B = (9l’)‘n M(‘%) reduces to the centre 
3(M(%I’)) of M(‘?lI’), then 6 commutes with (z,} and thus has a generator 
closure. We discuss conditions on the automorphism group a which insure 
that L!3 = 3(M(‘?I’)). In the case G=T and 23 =3(M(%*)), we prove a 
decomposition theorem for the derivation 6 (Theorem 4.7). This theorem 
involves the space (1 - aI)@), where the bar denotes strict closure, and we 
give some characterizations of this space already in Proposition 3.4. We 
also give a von Neumann algebra version of the decomposition theorem 
(Corollary 4.12). 
Section 5 is concerned with dissipativity and the generator problem for 
derivations only satisfying condition (1): D(6) = 211,. We show 
(Theorem 5.3) that any * derivation which is defined on 211, is well 
behaved. In case G = T’ x K (K a finite group) and 6(Y11,) E 211F, we prove 
that the closure of 6 is a generator (Theorem 5.5). If G = Td x K where d is 
finite and 6(211,) E 211, we show that 6 extends to a generator in the weak 
closure of ‘9I in any covariant representation (Theorem 5.4). We also give 
some results concerning extending 6 to the algebra C30(911) r) of smooth 
elements for the action z. 
2. THE COCYCLE DEFINED BY A DERIVATION 
In this section we will first prove some elementary general emmas on the 
dynamical systems we consider, and then characterize the class of 
derivations under scrutiny by means of a cocycle of skew-adjoint operators. 
Recall that our standing assumption (r), a’(y) N’(y)* = 91L’ for each 
y E G, is in particular fulfilled if Cu identifies with the crossed product of 217 
by an action a of the dual group G, and t identifies with the dual action of 
a [Ped], but this is not the most general situation where (r) is fulfilled. 
However, even in the most general case of (r), a relic of the action a can be 
found which will play an important part in what follows. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Adopt the assumption (I). For each element A in the relative 
commutant b of the fixedpoint algebra W in the multiplier algebra M(‘%) of 
‘% (i.e., b = (W)‘nM(!?l)) there is a unique element a,(A)~b with the 
property 
a?( A )X = XA 
for all XE W(y). Furthermore, y -+ cl7 is a representation of G in the 
automorphism group of 23. 
Proof: The proof is a simple modification of the proof of [BJKR, 
Lemma 1.51 and [Bra, Lemma 4.41, i.e., if A is given, the element a,,(A) is 
uniquely defined by the property 
cc,(A) 1 x,5, =I X,At, (, ), 
for Xie ‘?l’(y), and ri vectors in the universal representation space SP of 2l. 
The vectors (C, X,5,} are dense in 2 as a consequence of (r). The 
remaining details of the proof are as in the above references. 
We will also need the (probably known) fact that a left multiplier on a 
right Banach module over a C*-algebra is automatically bounded. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Jr be a Banach space which is a right module over a 
C*-algebra V, i.e., there exists a continuous bilinear map (ME 4, C E U) -+ 
MCEJZ such that (MCI)CZ =M(CICZ). Let L: V + & be a linear map 
satisfying 
L(AB) = L(A)B 
.for all A, BE 9. Then L is bounded. 
Proof If V has an identity 1, and .M is a unital (two-sided) Banach 
module over %‘, i.e., 1M = Ml = M for all ME &Y and (AM)B = A(MB) for 
all A, BE 93, ME 4, then any module derivation 6: % --t M is bounded 
[Rin]. (A module derivation is characterized by the property 6(AB) = 
6(A)B + Ad(B) for all A, BE U.) Actually, it is not essential for the theorem 
that & or ‘3 is unital. To see this, let @ = V + Cl be the unit extension of 
V. Then .H becomes a unital Banach @-module with the module- 
multiplications (A + 21 )M = AM + 04, M( A + 11) = MA + 1M for A E V, 
;1 E C, ME A. If 6: V? + &’ is a module derivation, define 8: @ + &? by 
$(A + Al) = 6(A). 
It is easy to verify that $ is a @-module derivation, and hence d is bounded. 
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It follows that 6 is bounded, i.e., the restriction to unital %-modules is 
unnecessary. 
Returning to the proof of the lemma, the right module can be made into 
a two-sided module over %T by defining a left product by AM= 0 for all 
A E %?, ME .M. With this definition, the left multiplier L actually is a 
module derivation, and thus L is bounded by the aforementioned result. 
We will now turn to the characterization of a class of derivations on 2I. 
Let 211, denote the *-algebra of G-finite elements in !!I, i.e., VI, is the linear 
span of the spectral subspaces ‘?I’(y). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Adopt the standing assumption (r). Let ‘8 = (‘?I’) n 
IV(%) be the relative commutant of ‘%I’ in the multiplier algebra M(a) of ill. 
Let y E G + o+ E Aut(B) be the automorphism group described in Lemma 2.1. 
There is then a canonical l-l correspondence between the following two 
classes: 
(1) The *-derivations 6: D(6) + Cu with the properties: 
(a) The domain D(S) of 6 is equal to ‘%r. 
(b) G(A)=Ofor all AEW. 
(2) The maps L: G + 23 with the properties: 
(a) L(y,+y,)=L(y,)+a,,(L(y,)) for all y,,y,EG; i.e., L is an 
cc-cocycle. 
(b) L(-y)=cr-,(L(y)*)for all ~EC?. 
(c) L(y)* = -L(y) for all y E G. 
This correspondence is given by 
Ku = UY)X 
for all X E ‘8’(y) and all y E G. 
Remark. Usually in studying an unbounded derivation it is harmless to 
adjoin an identity to the C* algebra and to extend the derivation to be zero 
on the identity. We cannot do this here because the extended dynamical 
system (a, G, t) would never satisfy condition (r). We are forced to work 
with the multiplier algebra M(a)). 
Property (2~) is a consequence of (2a) and (2.b), and is only included for 
its usefulness. 
Proof. Assume first that 6 is a *-derivation with D(S) = ‘3, and 
6 IST = 0. By the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [BE], there is an approximate 
identity in ‘3 of the form 
E, = c AfAfg’, 
I 
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where Af9 E a’(y) and each sum is finite. Define 
L,(Y) = c Wf9) A/‘. 
If XE 91z’(y) one has by (lb) and the derivation property of 6 
L,(y)X= 1 b(Af) Ap! 
= c 6(AfPAf’X) 
= c AfJAf9’ 6(X) 
= E, 6(X). 
Assume that ‘?I is realized in the universal representation on the Hilbert 
space 2. Then it follows from the identity above that there exists an 
operator L(y) on VI’(y)% such that 
for XE 91”‘(y). But as ‘QV = VI’(y) a’(y)* by (r), it follows that L(y) defines 
a left multiplier from 2I* into ‘?I. Applying Lemma 2.2 with A = 2I and 
% = %I’, it follows that this left multiplier is bounded as an operator from 
‘$I’ into ‘3. But as the approximate identity E, converges strongly and 
monotonically to 1 on X, it follows that the operator norm of L(y) is 
bounded by the multiplier norm. In particular, L(y) is bounded. As 
L(y) Eg~21 for all /?, it then follows that L(y) is a left multiplier of ‘9l. 
If A ~‘3’ and XE~I’(~), then AXE 91U’(y) and hence 
L(y) AX= 6(M) = A6(X) = AL(y)X. 
Thus L(y),4 = AL(y), and L(y) E (‘3’)‘. Thus L(y) is also a right multiplier 
of ‘9l’ and hence of ?I, and finally L(y) E (a’)’ n M(a) = 23. 
We want to establish the properties (a), (b), (c) of L: 
If XE !!I’(y,), YE‘V(~~) then XYo5?I’(y, +yz) and thus from the 
derivation property 6(XY) = 6(X)Y + XI(Y) it follows that 
where the last equality follows from Lemma 2.1. We have from (ZJ that 
‘%‘(r,) 2I’(y,)S is dense in 2, and hence 
L(Y* +Y*)=L(Yl)+a,,(L(Y,)). 
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If XE!!V(~) we have &X*)=&X)* as 6 is a *-operator. Therefore 
L( -YP-* = (uY)w* 
= x*(uY))* 
= a -,(L(y)*)x* 
because X* E ‘$I’( - y), and hence 
Property (c) is actually a consequence of (a) and (b); from (a) we get first 
that L(O)=0 and next, combining with (b): 
O=L(Y-yY)=L(y)+a,(L(-Y)) 
= L(Y) + L(Y)*. 
Assume secondly that L is a map from G + 23 with the properties (2a) 
and (2b) and define an operator 6 from ‘%, into ‘3 by 
W) = UYW 
for XE‘$I’(Z). As L(O)=0 from (2a), we have c?/~,=O. If XE~I’(Y~), 
YE 917(y2), it follows from (2a) and Lemma 2.1 that 
6(XY) = 6(X)Y + Xd( Y) 
as in the previous part of the proof, while 
6(x*)=6(x)* 
follows from (2b). Thus L defines a *-derivation 6 with the correct proper- 
ties. 
3. INNER, BOUNDED, AND APPROXIMATELY INNER DERIVATIONS 
In this section we study correspondences between the a-cocycle L defined 
in Section 2 and properties of the derivation 6. The main question is when 
L, regarded as an a-cocycle with values in M(2l) or ‘?I”, is a coboundary. 
In the case e = Z, where a: Z + Aut(M(rU) n (‘3V)‘) is generated by a single 
automorphism a, the problem reduces to finding a solution X of the 
equation Y = X- a(X) for given Y. 
We first characterize the cocycles L giving rise to inner, and bounded, 
derivations S. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let z be an action of a compact, abelian group on a 
F-algebra 9I such that 
W(y) w(y)* = !!I’ for all y E G. u-1 
Let 6 be a *-derivation on ‘?I such that 
D(J) = NI,, (1) 
and 
61,,=0. (2) 
Let b = M(2I) f-7 (W)‘, y + cly the automorphic representation of G on 23 
defined in Lemma 2.1, and let y E G + L(y) E M(‘%) n (W)’ be the cocycle 
defined in Proposition 2.3. 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 6 is inner (i.e., 6 is implemented by an element in M(a)). 
(2) 6 is implemented by an element in 8. 
(3) There exists an element HE 23 such that 
L(Y) = H- c+O 
(i.e., the cocycle L is a coboundary.) In this case 6 is implemented by 
HE M(B) if and only if H satisfies condition (3). 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) 6 is bounded. 
(2) IlL( is unzformly bounded in y on G. 
Proof (a) Suppose first that y + L(y) is a coboundary, i.e., there is 
some element HE M(a) n (W)’ such that L(y) = H - a,(H) for all y E 6 
Using the property cr,(H)X= XH for XE ‘W(y) (Lemma 2.1) we get 
&Xl = L(Y)X 
= HX-a,(H)X 
=HX-XH 
= CH, Xl for all XE W(y). 
Since the right-hand side is independent of y, we have 6 = ad H on 
21F= D(6). 
Conversely, suppose 6 is inner. Choose HE M(2l) such that 6 = ad H. 
Then by assumption (2), H is necessarily in the commutant of ‘W. Revers- 
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ing the calculation above and using (r) one shows that L is the coboun- 
dary defined by H. 
(b) We consider ‘9I in its universal representation on the Hilbert 
space X. If 6 is bounded, then 6 is implemented by a skew-adjoint 
operator H in J%’ = ‘?I”, 6(A) = [H, A] for all A E ‘9I [Sak, Corollary 4.1.73, 
and H commutes with ‘?I’ by assumption (2). We extend each ay to 
./lr = JZ n @I’)’ by defining 
whenever A E Jf, X, E a’(y) and 5, E X. This is a proper definition, each a, 
is a *-automorphism of Jlr, and y + cly is a representation of c in Aut(M). 
Define 
z(y)= H-a,(H). (*I 
Then the computation in the proof of part (a) shows that 
Z(y)X= 6(X) = L(y)X, 
for XE 2I’(y), and property (r) implies that z(y) = L(y). It is evident from 
(*I that supycc; IIL(Y)II <2 IIHII. 
The proof of the converse implication is based on an idea in [PSI. We 
continue to regard ‘$I in its universal representation and we define a 
transformation Y., of JV = ‘?I” n (‘W)’ by 
T,(H) = L(y) + q,(H). 
Using the cocycle property of L(y), one easily checks that T., defines an 
action of e on JV, i.e., T,, +y2 = T,, T,,. Note that the assumption IIL(y)ll 
uniformly bounded implies that the a-weak convex closure X of the L(y)‘s 
is bounded and thus compact. As T&L(r)) = L(y + t), X is T,-invariant, 
i.e., y + T, is a group of affine maps of X into X. Applying an invariant 
mean, or the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem [Gre], to this group, 
it follows that X contains a fixed point H for the T-action. Then L(y) = 
H - a,,(H), and the calculation in part (a) yields the formula 
where the right-hand side is now calculated in the universal representation 
of 2I. In particular, 6 is bounded. 
Remark 3.2. In the case e = Z, a more explicit averaging procedure can 
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be used to obtain the element H, this was pointed out to us by 
U. Haagerup. Note that in this case the c1 cocycle is given by 
n-1 
L(n)= 1 ~kwN, 
k=O 
n> 1, 
= - fl ak(L(l)), n< -1, 
k=n 
and H satisfies L(n) = H-a”(H) for all n E Z if and only if H satisfies 
L(l)= H-a(H). 
Haagerup’s argument concerns a single *-automorphism c1 of a C* 
algebra ‘Sl. We will show that for a given YE VI, the equation 
Y = X- cc**(X) has a solution XE a” if and only if 
Moreover, in this case, we may choose X as a weak * cluster point of the 
sequence (X,) defined by 
n-l x,= Y+- n-2 
n 
a(Y)+- 
n 
a2( Y) + . . . +i an-y Y). 
In the first place, if Y=X-a**(X), the boundedness condition is 
trivially satisfied. Conversely, suppose lIC;=O a”( Y)lI < A4 for all n, then as 
x, = (llnEiG=oEZ=o a’(Y))) one has 
and as X,, - cr(X,) - Y = (l/n)(cr( Y) + a’(Y) + . . . + CI”( Y)) one has 
for all n = 1, 2,... . 
Consequently, any weak * cluster point for (A’,) provides a solution X to 
the equation Y = X- a(X). 
Note that the last estimate above also shows that Y is contained in the 
norm closure of (1 - a)(%). 
Remark 3.3. Let T be an action of the circle group G =T on a 
C*-algebra ‘9I such that (r) is satisfied. It follows from Proposition 2.3 that 
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there is a l-l correspondence between *-derivations 6: ‘911, + ‘?I with 
6 ( 9t = 0 and skew-adjoint operators L E !B, given by 
6(X) = L(n)X 
for X E a’(n), where 
L(n)=L+cl(L)+ ‘.. +ct”-l(L), if n> 1, 
= -a-l(L)-a-Z(L)- ‘.. -a”(L), if n< -1. 
Theorem 3.1 says that 6 = 6, is inner if and only if LE (1 -u)(8) and 6 is 
bounded if and only if IIC;=0 a“(L)Ij is bounded uniformly in n. It is thus 
clear that 6 is approximately inner by elements in 8 if and only if L is in 
the closure of (1 - a)(B) in the strict topology from 9I, i.e., if and only if 
there is a net L, E (1 -a)@) such that LA = lims L,A for each A E ‘9l. We 
don’t have anything interesting to say about the strict closure of (1 - a)(%) 
except when 9l has an identity and hence the strict closure coincides with 
the norm closure. This is the purpose of the following proposition. 
If a is an automorphism of a C*-algebra 8, viewed as a representation of 
Z, and F is a closed subset of T = 2, then ‘B”(F) denotes the Arveson spec- 
tral subspace of %3 corresponding to F [Arvl], [BR, Sect. 3.2.31). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let a be an automorphism of a P-algebra 8, let E& 
be the a-invariant states, (E&)’ the annihilator of E”, in ‘23, 
and let N, be a basis for the neighborhoods of 1 in T. 
Then 
and 
u B”(T\N,) = (1 - a)(B) =b, = (E&)l, 
where the bars denote norm closures. 
ProoJ: (a) d”(T\N,) E (1 -a)(d): If AE d”(T\N,) and f et’(Z) is 
any sequence such that T(e”) = Ck E z fkeik’ has the constant value 1 in a 
neighborhood of Z\N, and is zero in a neighborhood of 1 ET, then 
A = a(f )(A) z xkf z fkak(A) [BR, Lemma 3.2.381. We can require that f 
be of rapid decrease, so that p is a C” function. Then the function g(ei’) = 
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f(e”)( 1 - e”) - i is also C” and the sequence g, = ST dt e - “*g(e”) is also of 
rapid decrease. Define C = a( g)(A) = zkc z gkak(A). Then 
(1-a)(c)= c (gk-gkL1)ak(A) 
keZ 
= k;zfkC(k(A) 
=A. 
(b) (1 - a)(b) c 23jb: This is trivial. 
Cc) (1 -a)(b) z U,fWT\~,): Assume A E (1 - a)(B), i.e., 
A = C-a(C) = a(f)(C) where T(e”) = 1 -e”. Then 3( 1) = 0, and, as the 
singleton { l> ET is a set of spectral synthesis, there exists a sequence 
f, E t”(Z) such that 3n vanishes in a neighborhood of 1 and (( fn -f (( + 0 
as n + co [Bou, p. 1431. But then 
A = a(f)(C) = lim a(f,)( C) 
n-x 
and as a(f,)(C) E U, d”(T\N,), it follows that A E U, B”(T\N,). 
(d) 23b E (1 -a)(b): This follows from the last sentence in 
Remark 3.2. 
have(e) (l-~)(d)=(&)~: IfF*,=(@EB*:d 0 cc=@, #*=d}, then we 
by the bi-duality theorem for Banach spaces. But every 4 E E$ has a Jordan 
decomposition 4 = w + - w _ , for positive functionals o + and w _ , where 
the decomposition is unique subject to 11411 = 110 + I/ + IIw _ 1) (cf. [BR, Sect. 
2.4.31 or [Sa, Theorem 1.14.31). Since 4= 4 c CI= o, 0 LX---W-~ 0 c(, it 
follows from the uniqueness that w + 0 IX= w, and w- 0 c( = op. This 
establishes that F& is the real linear span of E*,, and thus 
(E&)’ = (&)I = (1 -a)(B). 
Proposition 3.4 follows from (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF DERIVATIONS TANGENTIAL 
TO A COMPACT ACTION 
As before, let (‘?I, G, r) be a C* dynamical system satisfying (r) and 6 a 
* derivation defined on 21u, with 6 Is7 = 0. Whenever the C*-algebra 
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23 = (‘W)‘nM(!lI) reduces to 3(M(9V)), the multipliers L(y) which 
implement 6 on a’(r) have to lie in 3(M(%‘)) and therefore 6 leaves each 
minimal spectral subspace invariant. Since rg is just a scalar operator on 
each a’(y), 6 clearly commutes with {r,} on 91z,. Note that the conditional 
expectation P, of ?I onto %I’ satisfies PO 0 6 = 0 on VI’(y) (y # 0), since 
6(9l’(y)) E ‘u’(y), and PO 0 6 = 0 on 2Vsince 6 I%‘= 0. Since PO is faithful, it 
follows that 6 is closable [GJl]. We can then conclude from [BJ, 
Theorem 5.21 that the closure S generates a C*-dynamics. However, in the 
present situation, we can see this more directly as follows. Since 
61 ruz(y): VI’(y) + a’(r) is closable, it is closed and hence bounded. Hence, 
aIF= span{217(y): y E G} consists of analytic vectors for 6. Because we also 
have the faithful conditional expectation satisfying PO o &=O, it follows 
that 6 is a generator [GJl]. We have thus proved the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (a, G, z) be a C*-dynamical system satisfying (f) 
and 6 a * derivation defined on 2I, with 6 jB7 = 0. Zf (W)‘n M(2I) = 
3(M(W)), then 6 commutes with T on ‘SF, and 6 has a generator closure. 
We next consider some conditions on the C*-dynamical system which 
imply that (‘%‘)‘n M(‘%) = 3(M(%‘)), and hence that * derivations satisfy- 
ing our standard hypotheses have generator closures. An action u of a 
group G on a C* algebra V is said to be properly outer if whenever 
CE M(‘#) and y is an element of G (other than the identity) and 
CB = q( B)C for all BE%‘, 
it follows that C = 0. For V abelian, a properly outer action is the same as 
a free action. 
Remark. Since the C*-algebra 21 need not have an identity, we will 
have to extend the automorphism group r from 21 to the multiplier algebra 
M(a). It is well know, that each zg extends to M(8) via ?g = ~2 * 1 M(I) or 
t,W)A = QLz, ‘(A)), and A,(L) = zg(zg ‘(A)L), for A E 2L and 
L E M(H). Further, g + zR is a representation of G in Aut(M(2I)) and is 
continuous in the sense that for each L E M(‘%) and A E ‘8, g + z,(L)A and 
g -+ AT,(L) are continuous into 2l. (This is point-strict continuity.) For 
each y E G the spectral subspace M(2l)‘(y) = {L E AI(%): z,(L) = ( g, y)L 
for all g E G} is the range of a projection P,(L) = jG (g, r )7,(L) dg where 
the integral is taken in the strict topology. The spectral subspaces atisfy 
M(‘%)‘(y,) M(‘U)‘(y,) E M(2I)‘(y, + yz), and the Fourier transform 
LEM(W-+ o,,c P,(L) is injective. If L E M(2l) and A E 9V(y2), then for 
Yl E G fgL)A = p,, +#A ). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 2l= ?I0 >a, G be the crossed product of ‘?I0 by a 
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properly outer action CI of a discrete abelian group G. Then (‘&)’ n M(B) = 
3(W9w). 
Proof: Let r be the action of G = G^ *on ‘2I dual to oz. Extend z to M(‘?I) 
as described above and let P, be the projection of M(a) onto M(%)‘(y) 
(y E G). Let U, be the canonical unitary in ‘2I implementing CI? on ‘2Q,. Take 
any L E (‘$I,)’ n M(Q). Then for each y E G and A E ‘$I0 we have 
Hence 
P,(L)A = P,(LA) = P,(AL) = AP,(L). 
(P,(L) v_,)A=P,(L)cr_,(A)U-,=cc-,(A)(P,(L)U-,). 
Note that P,(L)U~,EM(~)‘~M(~~). Since CI is supposed to be properly 
outer on 910, it follows that P,(L) =0 for all y #O and therefore 
L = P,(L) E M(9I)‘n M(‘U,). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let (‘?I, G, r) be a C*-dynamical system satisfying the 
spectral condition (r). Suppose that ‘%I’ is abelian and the action cx of G 
defined on M(2I’) = M(a)’ is free. Then (‘W)‘n M(%) = M(2F). 
Proof: If L is an element of (‘W)‘nM(%), then each spectral com- 
ponent L,= P,(L) also commutes with W. Fix YEG\{O}. For any 
A E M(W) and XE ‘$I*( -y), 
LJA = L+,(A)X=c,(A) LJ. 
By the assumption of freeness, L,X= 0, and by property (r), L, = 0. Hence 
L = L, E M( lx)?. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let (2I, G, r) be a C* dynamical system satisfying (r). 
Suppose that the action a of G defined on 3(M(‘W)) is strongly free in the 
sense that for y # 0, a: has no fixed points in the maximal ideal space of 
3(M(W)). Then (2V)‘n AI(%) = 3(M(‘W)). 
Proof As in the previous examples, we have to show that if y # 0 in G 
and LE (W)‘n M(%)‘(y) then L =O. But for A E 3(M(‘W)) and 
XE ‘W( -y), we have 
ALX = LXu,,,( A), 
as in Example 4.3. Since LX commutes with 3(M(‘W)) it follows from the 
hypothesis that LX = 0 and hence L = 0. (In fact, whenever 23 s ‘2? are 
abelian P-algebras and a is an automorphism of 23 such that the 
corresponding homeomorphism c1* of the maximal ideal space 52% has no 
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fixed point, and CE %? satisfies CB = IS(B) for all BE 23, it follows that 
C=O.) 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let 9I be an irrational rotation algebra, QI = C(T) >a, Z, 
where c1 is an irrational rotation of the circle. The fact that 
C(T)’ n 2I = C(T) can be obtained from any of the previous three exam- 
ples. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. In [OPSG] it is proved that if z is an action of T on a 
prime C*-algebra ‘8, and if f(z) = Z, e.g., if our standing assumption (f) is 
fulfilled, then 8 = (W)’ A M(2l) = Cl. Thus, if, in this situation, 6 is a 
derivation on VI, with 6 I%7 = 0, then the cocycle L(n) consists of scalars, 
and then L(n) = ikn, where k E R. It follows that 6 = kSo, where do where 6, 
is the generator of z. 
In particular, if ‘L1 is the Cuntz algebra Co,, and z, is the gauge action on 
O,,, i.e., T,(U,) = e”U,, where UI ,..., U, are the given isometries generating 
Q, then the only derivations 6 of 211, with 6 laz = 0 are the scalar multiples 
of 60. 
Combining the results of Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 4.1 we can 
obtain a result on decomposition of derivations which is superficially 
related to the main theorem of [BEJ]. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let t be an action of the circle group T on a F-algebra 
fl such that the following dynamical assumptions are satisfied: 
W(y) w(y)* = w for all yeZ=T, 
(21T~nM(21)~M(W). 
(n 
(P.O.) 
Let c( be the automorphism of 23 = (W)'nM(Ql) =3(M(IU’)) defined in 
Lemma 2.1. 
The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) Any *-derivation 6 on 9l with the properties 
(a) D(6) = aF, 
(b) Jlw=O, 
has a (not necessarily unique) decomposition 
6=C6,+& 
where &, is the generator of the T-action, C is a self-adjoint element in 23a, 
and d is approximately inner by elements in !B. 
580/61/3-2 
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(2) The linear decomposition 
23 = 2Ja + (1 - X)(B)“’ CD) 
is fulfilled, where the last bar denotes closure in the strict topology from 2l. 
Furthermore, if’8 has an identity and 6 is any derivation satisfying (a) and 
(b) and having the decomposition i  (1 ), then this decomposition is unique. 
Remark 4.8. If 2l has an identity and c( acts ergodically on 2l, then the 
condition (D) is fulfilled if and only if the dynamical system (23, c() has a 
unique invariant state w. This is because (1 -a)(B)“‘= (1 -a)(d)” I’ is the 
annihilator of the u-invariant states, by Proposition 3.4, and ‘$3’ = Cl if t( is 
ergodic. Therefore, the decomposition is valid if and only if (1 - a)(8) has 
co-dimension one in %, and this is true if and only if 23 has a unique 
invariant state. 
Remark 4.9. Using that (1 - a)!& ‘I is the annihilator of the a-invariant 
states, one can see by the following argument that the decomposition 
B=Ba+(l -c()(B)” ” 
is direct if it exists. Let XE 23’n (1 --LX)(~)“.” and let 4 be a state of 8”. 
Then the set 
K,= ;$EE% :$lwz=$‘i 
is a non-empty convex, compact, a-invariant subset of EB. By the Markov- 
Kakutani fixed point theorem I& contains an x-invariant element $, and 
$(X)=@(X)=O. Hence X=0. 
The uniqueness of the decomposition of 6 when Cu has an identity 
follows from this observation. 
Remark 4.10. There exist abelian, unital C*-algebras 23 and ergodic 
automorphisms c( such that 23 has more than one invariant state, e.g., if 23 
is the C*-algebra associated to a Bernoulli shift tl. In this case, condition 
(D) is not satisfied. This situation cannot occur in the case of von 
Neumann algebras, see Corollary 4.12. 
Remark 4.11. If ‘%!I does not have an identity, the decomposition B = 
‘$J’ + (1 - a)(s)” is not necessarily unique when it exists, i.e., we may have 
(1 -a)(23)” I’ $ (1 -c()(23)“‘. An example is: 
2I*= C,(Z), 
a = shift on 2l’, 
21=21T>a.Z, 
T = dual action of ~1. 
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Then a acts freely on ‘?I’, hence 23 =M(%I’)= C,(Z). As 9I’ has no 
a-invariant states, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that (1 - a)(‘%*)” ‘I = %I’, 
and, as C,(Z) is strictly dense in its multiplier algebra C,(Z), we have that 
QI[’ is strictly dense in 8, and hence 
(1 -a)(B)“‘=B. 
But as 23* = Cl, the decomposition 
B = iBa + (1 - a)(%)“’ 
is not direct, hence the decomposition of 6 is not unique. This is not sur- 
prising as ‘?I = X(t2(Z)) in this case, and thus any derivation of QI is 
approximately inner [BR, Example 3.2.341. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. First note that as G = Z in this case, it follows 
from Remark 3.3 that there is a l-l correspondence between skew-adjoint 
elements L E 23 and derivations 6 satisfying (a) and (b), given by 
6(X) = L(n)X 
for XE’%‘(~), where 
L(n)= L + a(L) +2(L)+ ... +a”-‘(L), if ~21, 
= -ap’(L)-ap2(L)- ... -a”(L), if n< -1. 
We write 6 = 6,. 
(2)+(l) If 6 satisfies (la) and (lb), then 6=6, for L= -L*EB. 
But (2) implies that L has a decomposition 
L=L,+L,, 
where L, E %J” and L, E (1 - a)@)“‘, and L, and L, are skew-adjoint. This 
gives the decomposition 
But if L,(n) is the cocycle generated by L,, we have 
Lo(n) = nL, 
since LO E 23’. Thus 
6,, = -iCdO, 
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where C = L,,. On the other hand 
L,= lim L,, 
“-02 
where L, = -L,* E (1 -a)(8) and the limit is in the strict topology and 
hence 6,, is approximately inner and can be approximated by inner 
derivations defined by elements in 23, by Remark 3.3. 
(1) =S (2) If (1) is fulfilled, we may invert the above argument to 
show that any L = -L* E 23 has a decomposition 
L=L,+L,, 
where L,=iC~23)“, and L,E(~-u)(%)~‘. Thus 
B=2Y+(l -a)(B)“‘. 
Theorem 4.7 has a von Neumann version with slightly different features. 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let z be an action of the circle group T on a von 
Neumann algebra .+4 such that the following dynamical assumptions are 
satisfied: 
T(z)=Z=T, (r) 
where r denotes the r-spectrum. 
(AP)’ n d4iJ E hv. ( P.O. ) 
Let u be the automorphism of 23 = (4’)’ n J& = (JV’)’ n J%” defined as in 
Lemma 2.1. 
Any *-derivation 6 on & with the properties 
(a) D(S) = AF. 
(b) Sl.si-=O, 
has a decomposition 
s=cs,+i7, 
where C is a self-adjoint element in 8, and 8 is approximately inner in the 
a-weak topology by elements in B. 
Remark 4.13. In contrast to the unital C*-case the decomposition of 6 
is no longer (necessarily) unique. This is because the decomposition 
23=23”+(1-u)(B), 
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where the bar denotes closure in the a-weak topology, is no longer direct 
(although it always exists). An example is 23 = L”(Z), CI = translation, 
where (1 -a)(b) = 23. In this example, one has that &, is approximately 
inner, and this also follows from the fact that JZ = !23 ~1, Z = 23(t!‘(Z)) (cf. 
Remark 4.11). 
ProoJ: As in the C*-case, one can use condition (r) to construct 
elements L(y)~23 such that 
wo = w )X 
for all XE d’(y), L(y) satisfies the cocycle identities of Proposition 2.3, and 
as in the C*-case L(y) and thus 6 is uniquely determined by L( 1). Thus the 
corollary follows once we can show 
!D=W+(l-IX)@). 
But by amenability of Z if A E 8, there is a net 1, @“(A) of convex com- 
binations of translates of A converging to an element A^ EW. Let q E !8* be 
any a-weakly continuous linear functional annihilating (1 - ~)(23). Then r] 
is Lx-invariant, so 
and thus A - A^ E (1 - cl)(d), i.e., 
23=2Y+(l-U)(b). 
5. THE GENERATOR PROBLEM 
In this section we prove that derivations satisfying D(6) = ‘u, are always 
well behaved (i.e., 6 as well as -6 are dissipative), and for special groups G 
we establish the generator property of 8. The core of the proofs is con- 
tained in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (2l, G, T) be a C* dynamical system based on a compact 
abelian group G and satisfying the spectral condition 
CUT= W(y) w(y)* for )JEG. (n 
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Let 6 be a * derivation in 2I satisfying 
(a) D(h) = aI,, 
(b) S(2l’) E 91z,. 
Let (z, U, X) be any covariant representation of (3, G, 7), let & denote 
z(‘%)“, and let Mr be the G-finite elements for the weakly continuous action 
g-+Ad(U,) of G on A. 
Then: 
(1) The derivation 6 induces a * derivation 6,: ~(a,) + n(g) by the 
formula 
(2) The derivation 6, extends to a * derivation 6,: Ar+ ,X. 
(3) The extended erivation 6, has a decomposition 
6,=6,+& 
where o0 1 u7 = 0 and 8 is implemented by a self-adjoint operator WE &‘r, 
&A) = i[R, A] for A EJS?~. 
(4) There is a unique action u of G on J+* = (M’)’ n ,X such that 
a,(A)X= XA 
for XE &C(y) and A E -,V‘, and there is an a cocycle L: G + JV such that 
&dX) = UY IX 
for XE&Y(y). L also satisfies the conditions (2b) and (2~) of 
Proposition 2.3. 
Proof To begin with we assume that the representation K is faithful 
and, dropping the notation 71, we consider ‘$I as acting on &?. The restric- 
tion 6, of 6 to 2I’ is a module derivation of 2L’ to ‘LI with range in az,, and 
is therefore bounded [Rin]. We claim that there is a finite subset SE 6 
such that S(91r) E ‘3’(S). Otherwise there is a sequence yn of distinct points 
in G and a sequence A, in ‘%I’ such that PYn 6(A,) #O. Let /i be the (coun- 
table) subgroup of G generated by (yn}, and let V be the C* subalgebra of 
2I generated by {‘317(y): y E A}. There is a conditional expectation of 2l 
onto % defined by 
J’(A) = JAL 7,(A) dg, 
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where the integral is with respect o normalized Haar measure on /II E G. 
Then Pod, is a (continuous) module derivation of 8’ into %’ with range 
contained in %,nG9. If S, is an increasing sequence of finite subsets of A 
with lJ S, = A and d, is defined to be 23, = {A E‘W: PO ~(A)E’W(S,)}, 
then each d, is a closed subspace of 8’ and by hypothesis U, 23, = W. By 
the Baire category theorem 23, = ‘W for some n and PO &?I’) G ‘W(S,). But 
this is a contradiction, since P,, 0 PO &A,) = P,, 0 6(A,) # 0 for all k. This 
proves the claim. 
For each y in the finite set S, the map P, 0 6, is a module derivation from 
W to 9I with range in ‘W(y) and 6, = C, E s P, 0 6 i. Because P, 0 6 i satisfies 
for all A E ‘W, it follows from [CE, Theorem 2.11 that there is an operator 
H, E ALTAT s A’(y) such that 
If we define 
then fi E A,, and 
P,~G(A)=i[H,,A] for AE(LI’. 
f%; c (H,+H,*), 
YSS 
6(A) = i[$ A] for AE%*. 
Define $(A)=i[f;l,A] for AE.M~ and &(A)=&A)-$(A) for Ag‘211F; 
then a0 is a * derivation mapping 91u, into A, and satisfying fiO (a7 = 0. 
In order to extend 6,, to A,+ we have to define the action CI of G on 
.Af = (A!‘)’ n A and the c1 cocycle L: G + N. If A E N and y E G are given, 
then a,(A) is uniquely defined by requiring that 
for any finite set of X, E ‘W(Y) and 4;~ 2; then ay maps JV into JV and 
y + ay is a representation of 6 on JV. The details can be found in the 
references given in the proof of Lemma 2.1. To obtain the a cocycle L, we 
follow the proof of Proposition 2.3, first taking, for a given YE G, an 
approximate identity for 9l of the form 
E, = 1 AfAd*, 
I 
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where the AS lie in ‘W(y), and defining 
q?(Y) = 1 AM3 A!*. 
A calculation shows that 
L,(YP’= E, WV for XE 21z’(y), 
and since E, + 1 weakly, it follows by taking a limit that there is an 
operator L(y): ‘WS + 2 such that L(y)X= 6(X) for XEW(~). Continu- 
ing to follow the proof of Proposition 2.3, we find that L(y) defines a left 
multiplier from ‘$I’ to JZ and we conclude that L(y) is bounded. 
Calculations then show that L(y) l dtn (A’)‘, that y -+ L(y) is an a 
cocycle, and that (2b) and (2~) of Proposition 2.3 are satisfied. Now we can 
define 6, : J$!~ + 4 by 
for XE &V(y); 
the argument of Proposition 2.3 shows that 6, is a * derivation from JllF to 
,J%‘. This completes the proof in the case that rt is a faithful representation. 
In case x is not faithful, find a covariant representation (rcr , U, , 2,) such 
that 5 = R 0 n, is faithful, and construct 6,, 6,, and 3 as above for %. The 
construction shows that if A E it(‘SI)F and A Ix = 0, then 6,(,4)I, = 
d,(A)1 x =8(A)] x = 0. Thus 6,, Jo, and 5 are defined in the representation 
rc by restriction, and (1) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a compact abelian group such that G is finitely 
generated. Let (a, G, z) be a C* dynamical system satisfying the spectral 
condition 
W(y) w(y)* = 2l’ for all y E G. (r) 
Let 6 be a * derivation of 53 such that 
Let (n, U, &) be any covariant representation of (‘!!I, G, T). Let 
{g,(t): 1 <j<d} b e one-parameter subgroups of G corresponding to a basis 
for the Lie algebra of G. Finally, let HI be the self-adjoint generator of the 
continuous one-parameter unitary group U( gj(t)) (1 < j < d). 
It follows that there is an essentially self-adjoint operator H in S? with 
domain D(H) = SF, the G-finite vectors in X for the representation U, such 
that the following conclusions hold 
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(1) i[H, n(A)]$ = n(G(A))lj/ for A E ‘91F and I(/ E D(H). 
(2) IIHt,bII <K(lll(rl( +Cfzl IIHi$ll), for some constant K and for all 
9 E D(H). 
(3) The linear span of { U, HUg- ‘: g E G} is finite dimensional; all the 
operators here have the common domain &. 
(4) XF consists of analytic vectors for H. 
Proof. According to Lemma 5.1, 6 defines a * derivation 6, in rr(‘%) 
with domain rr(‘21z,) = @I), by the formula J,(lr(A)) = x(6(A)). Because of 
this we can drop the notation x and assume that 9I acts in the Hilbert 
space 2. 
Let ~2 denote the weak closure of 9I and use z to denote the weakly con- 
tinuous action zg = Ad( U,) of G on JZ. Let JZ~ be the G-finite operators in 
& under this action. Apply Lemma 5.1 to get an extension of 6 to a * 
derivation 6: &F + &Z and a decomposition 6 = 6, + a, where 6,: JY~ + 4? 
is zero on M’, and a is inner by a self-adjoint AE .MF. Lemma 5.1 also 
gives an action c1 of G on JV = (A7)’ n JZ and an c1 cocycle L: G + N such 
that 6,(X) = L(y)X for XEJ~‘(~). Because 6(%,) E ‘911, and RE .MF, it 
follows that the range of 6, is in Jkl,, and for XEJ~(Y), L(y)X=a,(X) lies 
in JY~. If S, is an increasing sequence of finite subsets of G such that 
U, S, = G and Yn = {A E 2I’(y): L(y) A E &Y(S,)}, then Sp, is a norm closed 
subspace of a*(y) and Un Y, = ‘3’(z). An application of the Baire category 
theorem shows that there is a finite set Tr G such that L(~)XE A’(T) for 
all XeYV(y), and the spectral condition (f) implies that L(y)A c 
A’( T- y) for all A E ‘?I’. By taking the limit of L(y)A,, where A, is a net in 
‘3 converging weakly to 1 in 4’, we see that L(y) E A’( T- y). If yl,..., ys is 
a finite set of generators for G and S is a finite symmetric subset of G such 
that L(y,) E JP(S) for all i (1 < i 6 s), then the cocycle identity for L shows 
that LEA” for all y E G. 
Since G is finitely generated, we can identity G with Tdx K, and G with 
Zd x k, for some de N and some finite abelian group K. For 
y = (n, f) E Zd x I?, define 
IYI = Inl = i In,l. 
,=I 
We let Hj (1 <j< d) denote the (self-adjoint) generators of the canonical 
one-parameter subgroups of U(Td) c U(G). Thus for (n, f) E G and for 
4 E Z”(n, f ), the spectral subspace in 2 for the representation U 
corresponding to the character (n, f ), H, satisfies H,q5 = n,qk 
We will need a simple growth estimate on y H IIL(y )ll. It is evident from 
the cocycle relation that for yl, y2 E G, II L(y, + y2)ll < IIL( + IIL(yz 
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Let {e,: 1 < i < d} be the usual basis of Zd. If y = (n, f) = (0, f) + 
Ci de,, O), then 
lI~3Y)ll G lI~30, f)ll + 1 In,1 IMe,, 0)ll 
“‘(l+F IA). 
If Q is a unit vector in %“= (4~ X: U,d = I$ for all gg G}, then 
Y& = [&!a] is invariant under A? and U(G). Let 9 be a maximal family 
of unit vectors in X” such that SF& and && are orthogonal for R, # a, in 
8, and let Z0 = OREY 
and for some y E G, 
Y&. If X0 # 2 then there is a non-zero 4 E St, 
is a non-zero and also in A?;. Because of the spectral condition (r) there is 
an A E cU’( -7) such that $ = M,(d) is also non-zero. But then 
*E~“n~~, in contradiction to the maximality of 8. Thus 
sf= OOEF x2. 
Next we fix some QE% and we produce a symmetric operator H, 
which implements 
Z=c 
6 in the representation space Y&. Define 
ycS C,(L(y))*. We will verify that for XE A%‘~, 
(S,(X)Q, Q) = (x2, tsz). (*) 
In fact, if X= 1, A’, where X, E J%“(Y), then 
since Sz is U-invariant. This equals 
The next to last line holds because P-&L(r)) = 0 if t$ S, and 
(P-c(L(0)X,Q52)=0if 5#y. 
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It follows from the relation (*) and the proof of [BR, Theorem 3.2.281 
that the formula 
HO,ASZ= -i6,(A)P+;AER 
defines a symmetric operator HO, in Y& with domain D(H0,) = AJ2, and 
i[Ho,, A] Bsz = 6,(A) B&Q for A, BE&~. 
Define H, = Hk + tf with D(HQ) = &.A?. Then 
i[H,, A] BQ = 6(A) BSZ for A, BE&~. 
We will verify that H, satisfies the following condition: 
(i) H, is relatively bounded with respect to the family 
{H,: 1 <j<d}. That is, 
for some constant K and all 4 E D(H,). 
We will also note that the constant K can be chosen independent of the 
choice of Q E 9. 
Since H, AL2 = -i &,(A)Q + (i/2) Ah2 + i?AsZ, and fi is bounded, to 
verify (i) we have to estimate the quantities l)d,(A)Qll and llA&2II for 
A = C A, in AF. For each < E G, let 6,, be the operator on JZ~ defined by 
&,, c A, = c P<(W)) A,.( ) 
Then &,=Cc_ES60,5 and II&,(A)QII GCcGs ll~~,t(A)Qll. Note that 
II II 
2 
IlbdA Ml 2 = c P,W(Y)) A,Q 
= ~;IW9) A,Ql12, 
because the summands are mutually orthogonal in Xn. From this and the 
growth estimate on IIL(y)ll we get 
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lkb,~(A &II z 6c2 4 (1 + ,g* lb.(r)l)2 M,Ql12 
Gc2(d+ 1,x 1 +c Ia412 M,Ql12 
Y ( I 1 
=c2w+ 1) 
[ 
c ll~,Ql12+~~ ll&$w 
Y 1 Y I 
=c2(d+ 1) llAQll*+~ I(H,AQ(12 
[ I 1 
[ I 1 
2 
< c2(d+ 1) IIAQII +c IIHJQII ’ 
Adding the estimates for the various 5 (t: E S), we have 
IlhAA ml 6 Cl 
i 
IIAQII + c II~JW 
I 
for some constant cl. 
Next we estimate 
and observe that 
II II 
2 
lIAP~~(L(5))*Qll* = 1 q-;(uSN*Q 
=C;IA,P~I(L(:))*Qll’, 
since the summands are mutually orthogonal. This equals 
c Il~,(P-t;(L(r))*)A,S2112~ IIWI12~ IIA,Ql12 
I 
= 11~(5)112 Lw. 
Adding the estimate for the various t E S, combining with the estimate on 
~~6,(A)Q~(, and using the boundedness of /?, we obtain the inequality (i). 
We define H= OOEp Ho with domain D(H) = ORE9 &Ail, the 
algebraic direct sum. Then H is symmetric and H implements 6, 
iCH,Al4=WM for A~Jtk~and +ED(H). 
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Because the constant K in (i) above is independent of 52 E 9, H is relatively 
bounded with respect to the family (H,}, 
IIH4II G K 
( 
5 W,4ll + II411 for 4 E D(H). (**I 
J=l ) 
Since D(H) is dense in C-(X, U), the space of smooth vectors in X for 
the representation U, with respect o the graph norm 
II411 1 = II411 + f llH,4ll? 
J=l 
H extends uniquely to a symmetric operator defined on C”(%?, U) and 
satisfying (**) for 4 E C”(X, U). 
Next we verify that the linear span of { U, HU; ‘: g E G} is finite dimen- 
sional; the operators are considered as operators on C”(&‘, U). Each a 
cocycle L: G --) (A*)’ n AF determines a * derivation 6,: A& + A$, the 
correspondence L + &, being linear. Each pair (L, fi) determines an 
operator H on OQ E F .A?$2 by the formula 
HAS2 = -i 6,(A)SZ +; A&2 + tfAf2. 
The correspondence (L, A) + H is linear. One easily computes that 
U,HU,- ‘AS2 = -it, 6,~~~ ‘(A)B +; Az,(l)Q + U$U,- ‘A&l, 
and zg 6,~; ’ is the * derivation corresponding to T,(L). Thus UgHUJ ’ is 
the operator corresponding to (z,(L), r,(R)). But both L and H are 
G-finite, and since the correspondence is linear, it follows that 
span{ U,HU; l: g E G} is finite dimensional, the operators all being defined 
on On E F A,&. The procedure of extending to P(Z’, U) is also linear 
(and injective), so the desired conclusion follows. 
Because the relative boundedness condition (2) and the finite orbit con- 
dition (3) hold on P’(Z, U), it follows from [GJ2, Theorem 2.2 and 
Theorem 4.21 that C”(X, U) is invariant under H, that H is essentially 
self-adjoint there, and that every analytic vector for U is also analytic for 
H. In particular, conclusion (4) of the theorem holds. 
It’s not hard to show that conclusion (1) still holds on the domain 
C”(&‘, U) and hence on the domain SF. It remains only to prove that ZF 
is a core for H, this follows because & is a norm dense domain of analytic 
vectors for H and is invariant under H [BR, 3.1.201. This completes the 
proof. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let (‘8, G, t) be a C* dynamical system based on the com- 
pact abelian group G and satisfying the condition 
CUT= W(y) 2v(y)* for ye G. 
Let 6 be a * derivation of % with domain D(6) = ‘91z,. 
Then 6 is well behaved and therefore closable. 
(r) 
Proof: The first part of the proof is devoted to a reduction to the case 
where G is finitely generated. Fix an element x0 in 9l,, 2”’ = C,, sOq, 
where q E 2I’(y) and SO E G is a finite set. We have to show that 
11x0 z!I J(J3ll 2 IIJJOII. (*I 
Let 9 be the family, directed upward by inclusion, of finitely generated 
subgroups n of G such that /12 S,,. For each n E 9 let ‘3, be the C* sub- 
algebra of 2I generated by (U’(y): y E n } and define a conditional expec- 
tation P, of ‘3 onto 2I,, by 
where the measure dg is normalized Haar measure on Al c G. Since 
P,,(A) -+ A in norm for each A E ‘%, to prove (*) it suffices to prove 
11x0 k Lm3)II 2 IlJfll (**I 
for all /1, and because J? E ‘?I,, it is certainly sufficient to show that the * 
derivation P, 0 6: 5X,, n ‘8, + ‘$I,, is well behaved. 
‘9I,, is r-invariant, and the kernel of r: G -+ Aut(‘$II,) is exactly /il. Let 
i: G/A1 + Aut(‘QI,,) be the lifted homomorphism. Identify (G/n ‘)^ with /i. 
Note that %>(y)=2I’(r) for r~/1, %,,,=‘%Z,n91Z,, and (a,, G/A’, Z) 
satisfies the spectral condition (r). We now replace (!!I, G, r) by 
@I,, , G//i I, Z) and 6 by P,,, 0 6 I a ,,~. The result of this is that we can assume 
G is finitely generated and we have to show that 6 is well behaved under 
this assumption. 
Since G is finitely generated, we can identify G with Td x K and G with 
Z” x R for some de N and some finite abelian group K. For 
~=(n,,?)~Z~xk, define 
IYI = InI = i hl. 
r=l 
For each yoG and AEGIS define 6,(A) by 
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and define the Cesaro sums 6, by 
for NEN. 
Then 6 is a derivation and 6, is a * derivation with range in ‘3,. If 
A E ‘%‘(t), then one computes 
where 
b(g)=; f 1 (b?Y) 
P= 1 IYI GP 
is the Fejer kernel. It follows from the theory of Fourier series that 
[IS,(A) - S(A)11 + 0, and the same is true for all A E ‘3,. Hence, it suffices 
to prove that each 6, is well behaved, and, replacing 6 by some 6,, we can 
assume that 6 maps ‘u, into ‘3,. 
We are now in a position to apply Lemma 5.2. Let o be any r-invariant 
state of ‘$I and let (rr, s?, 52) be the corresponding GNS representation with 
cyclic vector Q. 
According to Lemma 5.2 there is an essentially self-adjoint operator H in 
P’ such that D(H) is invariant under $3,) and rr(6(X))q5 = 1’[H, rr(X)]d 
for XE 21ZF and q5 E D(H). 
If V,=exp(it@ is the unitary group generated by R, then for AE’~!I~ 
and @ED(H) 
It follows from semigroup theory that 
Ib(@A)) + dA)II 2 lbtA)lL 
and since the family of representations {n,: o a z-invariant state} is 
faithful, we have 
llW)+All a IJAIl. 
This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let z be an action of Td x K (K a finite abelian group) on 
a C* algebra 2I satisfying the spectral condition (r), and let 6 be a * 
derivation of !U satisfying the assumptions 
Zf (TC, U, 2) is a covariant representation of (a, Tdx K, z) then there is a 
self-adjoint operator H on A?’ with the following properties: 
(1) @IF) D(H) c D(H) and i[H, n(A)]+ = z(G(A))$ for t,b E D(H) 
and A E 211,. 
(2) %p, the space of Tdx K-finite vectors for the representation 
(U, X)), is a core for H. 
(3) exp(itH) n(a)” exp( -itH) = $8)“. 
Proof: Write G for Td x K. By Lemma 5.2, there is an essentially self-ad- 
joint operator H: 2: + Z which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) in the 
conclusion of the theorem. Furthermore, SF consists of analytic vectors 
for H. We have only to verify property (3). 
The von Neumann algebras @I)” and n(Z) are invariant under the 
weakly continuous automorphism group g + Ad(U,) of 23(X), and 
therefore rc(ZI)>, the algebra of (G, Ad( U))-finite elements of rc(‘?I)‘, is 
weakly dense in @I)‘. For any BEX’~= (~EH: U&=4 for all gc G}, 
A’Ex(YI)>, and A E%,+ the vector A’n(A)Q lies in &‘g and hence is 
analytic for the operator H. Thus the map t E R + V,(A’n(A)Q) is analytic 
for small t, where V, = ertH. 
If A, B, and CE‘$I~, Q,, Q2~S”, and A’~n(2I)k, then the function 
tER+h(t)= ([V_,+I) I’,, A’] TC(B)Q,, TT(C)Q,) 
= ( V,A’TC(B) Q,, $A)* V,n(C) Q,) 
- CM) V,dB) Q,, vt(A’)*4C) Q,> 
is analytic for small t, since all the vectors to which V, is applied are 
analytic for V,. It follows that h extends to an analytic function defined in 
an open strip in C containing R. The derivatives of h(t) are 
h’“‘(t) = ([ V-,z(G”(A)) I’,, A’] X(B) G?,, E(C) 52,). 
Thus h’“‘(O) = 0 for all n, and h is identically zero. Because of the density of 
span{n(91Z,)S1: Q ES”) in S’, the weak density of n(‘%)> in n(‘%)‘, and the 
weak density of ?t(91cF) in @I)“, it follows that [ I/-,AV,, A’] = 0 for 
A E @I)” and A’ E @I)‘, and thus the property (3) is verified. 
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THF,OREM 5.5. Let z be an action of T x K (where K is a finite abelian 
group) on a C*-algebra ‘$J satisfying the spectral condition (IJ and let 6 be a 
*-derivation of 9l satisfying the assumptions 
It follows that 6 is closable, and its closure generates a strongly continuous 
one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of ‘ill. 
Proof of Theorem 5.5. For simplicity we give the proof in the case 
G = T’. The proof depends on a theorem on approximately invariant sub- 
spaces for dissipative operators ( [BK, Theorem 4.2.11 or [BR, Theorem 
3.1.343). Let Xm (m E N) be an increasing sequence of closed subspaces of a 
Banach space X, such that U, Xm is dense in X, and let S be a dissipative 
operator with domain D(S) = U Xm. Suppose that SI iu,,, has a linear decom- 
position 
~I~m=&LO+&,l~ 
where 
fL,ob%m) E %I 
and 
for each m EN. The theorem states that if IIS,,r 11 = o(m), then the closure 
of S generates a strongly continuous semi-group of contractions of X. 
Now, assume the hypotheses of the theorem, and also assume that ‘% is 
faithfully represented in a G-covariant representation. (Such a represen- 
tation exists since the projection P,: ‘3 + ‘8’ is faithful and any state on %I7 
defines a G-invariant state on ‘?I by composition with P,.) By Lemma 5.1, 6 
extends to a derivation 6 on JY = Cu” defined on JY~, and as 6(21z,) c ‘u, we 
have 6(JZF) c .&. Also 6 has a decomposition 
where 6, is given by a (A’)’ n &‘-valued cr-cocycle L(n) on T = Z, 
6,(X) = L(n)X 
for XE A’(n), n E Z, and $= ad(A), where AE + 
We choose NEN such that P,(L(l)) = P,(H) =0 if InI > N and we 
define 
and 
Al = .&I’( {n E Z: Jr21 <N}) 
Jlt,=dP((ncZ: InI GmN}). 
58016 113.3 
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We have fi E A?, and L( 1) E A,, and it follows from the cocycle relation 
that L(n)~Jkl/l for all n, and also that IIL(n)ll < InI IIL(l)IJ. Since 
AIA,,,~dt?,,,+, we have 
for all m EN. 
If 
%,=W({n: (nl GmN}) 
then ‘?I, = J’&,, n 8, and consequently 
W%) E (M%J + WJLJ) n CLI c a,+ 1. 
Define a projection E, on A! by 
E,=C{P,:(m-l)N+l<H<mN} 
so that 1 - E, projects 911, onto ?I,,- 1, and J’& onto Am _ 1. Then the 
restriction of 6 to ‘?I,,, has the linear decomposition 
6 = 6m,cl+ L,l 
defined by 
and 
Note that 
and 
For X= C, X, E ‘?I,,,, with X, = P,(X) E Zl’(n), InI < mN, we have 
ll~,,l(W <I { IIUn) X,II + IICfi, ~,A: Cm- 1) N+ 1 G kl GmN) 
~~mNIIL(1)lI+2ll~II)~(IIX,IJ:(m-1)N+1Qlnl~mN} 
d(mN IIUl)ll +2 llRII)2N IW. 
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Thus we have the growth estimate 116,,111 = 0(m) and, since 6 is well 
behaved by Theorem 5.1, we conclude from the theorem on approximately 
invariant subspaces that 5 generates a one-parameter group of isometries 
on 9I. This is a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms ince 6 is a *- 
derivation. 
Remark 5.6. Note that a corresponding technique for the group G = Td 
would give the estimate 
and this does not suffice to conclude that 6 is a generator. 
Remark 5.7. In [BDR] it was established that if z is an action of the 
real line R on a C*-algebra 2I with generator 6,, and 6 is a closed * 
derivation which commutes with r and is completely &,-local, then 6 is a 
generator. This result does not extend to the case where commutativity of 6 
with r is replaced by the condition that T, 6r _ I, f E R, span a finite-dimen- 
sional space of operators. One example is ‘?I = C,,(R), & = d/dx, and 
6 = e”(d/dx). The derivation 6 isnot a generator because any point in R 
will hit + cc in a finite time [Bat 33. For further results, see [GJ2]. 
Remark 5.8. Let r be an action of the circle group T on a C* algebra YI 
such that the standing assumption (r) is satisfied. Let 6 be a * derivation 
of 2I satisfying 
(a) D(d) = aI,, 
(b) 6l,,=O. 
Then there is a sequence 6, of * derivations of VI each satisfying (a) and 
(b) and in addition: 
(c) each S, generates a continuous action of R on 2I, and 
(d) 6(A) = lim,, o. 6,(A) for A E 9II,. 
This is because the cr-cocycle L corresponding to 6 in this case has values in 
(W)’ n M(2I). Following the proof of Theorem 5.1, for each NE N let L, 
be the Cesaro sum for L, 
L,(n)=; f f P,(L(n)). 
p=l k= -p 
Then L,: n + L,(n) is an a-cocycle defining a * derivation 6,. As t + r, is 
strictly continuous on M(‘U), it follows that iim,, m L,(n) = L(n) in the 
strict topology, and hence lim,, o. 6,(A)=S(A) for each A E(LZ~. Since 
LN( 1) is G-finite, it follows that 6,(211,) E aIF, and, ‘by Theorem 5.3, 6, has 
a generator closure. 
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Remark 5.9. Let r be an action of the d-torus T“ on a C*-algebra ‘$I, 
and 6 a * derivation of ‘$I satisfying D(6) = ‘$I,. It follows from the proof of 
Theorem 5.4 that in any representation of 2I there will be a net 6, of 
generators on 9I” such that 
6(A)= lim 6,(A) 
N-+m 
for each A E QIF, where the limit is in the strong operator topology. A 
similar result would be true in the C*-situation covered by Remark 5.8 if 
we know that all bounded derivations from QI’ into %Iz, were inner, but this 
appears to be true only in very special circumstances, ee, e.g., [LTW]. 
Our next theorem concerns the possibility of extending the given 
derivation 6: 9I F -+ Cu by closure to a larger domain Cp(91, r), the algebra 
of elements A E 2I such that g + r,(A) is a P-function on G. This result is 
suggested by similar extension results in [BEJ]. The extension problem is 
actually somewhat related to the generator problem with which we have 
been dealing. Suppose G = Td x K and some * derivation 6 which maps ‘$I, 
to 9I, could be extended to C’(%, r); it would then follow from [GJ2, 
Theorem 4.11 that 8 is a generator. 
Conversely, starting with a given derivation 6: CP(21, r) + ‘?I, it follows 
from [Lon] and [BEJ, Lemma 3.11 that 6 is necessarily Cp - ?I con- 
tinuous. Hence, 2I, is a core for 6. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let G be a compact, abelian group such that G is finitely 
generated, let d be the Lie group dimension of G, let z be an action of G on a 
P-algebra ‘u satisfying the spectral condition (r), and let vi, i = l,..., d, be a 
basis for the corresponding representation of the Lie algebra of G on N. Zfp 
is an integer such that p > d/2 + 1 and 6 is a * derivation with domain 
D(6) = VIZ,, then there is a constant C such that 
for all XE 2I,. 
Remark 5.11. The algebra Cp(‘%, r) has a complete norm 
IIAllp= IIAII + 1 1 IIr,,...rtlk(A)II’ 
k < P 1 s I L....., k G d 
(*) 
and ‘%, is dense in Cp(91, r) with respect o 11 *lip. Because of the inequality 
(*), 6 extends uniquely (by continuity) to a * derivation on CP(‘%, r), and 
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the extended derivation is evidently contained in the closure of 6. (The 
norm 11 I[,, is actually equivalent to the norm 
Proof of Theorem 5.10. As usual, we may assume that ‘% is faithfully 
represented in a G-covariant representation on a Hilbert space 2, such 
that the U-invariant vectors X’” are cyclic for 9l. By Lemma 5.1, 6 extends 
to a derivation d on the weak closure J? = W with domain J%~, and 6 has 
the decomposition 
where 6,I A7 = 0 and d is bounded. Thus it sufftces to prove the estimate for 
6, on ,at,. 
By Lemma 5.1, there is a cocycle G 3 y + L(y) E MT’ n & determining &, 
through the formula 6,(X) = L(y)X for y E 6, XE J%“(Y). The group G has 
the form G = Td x K where K is a finite abelian group, thus G = Zd x $ and 
points in G will be denoted by (n, f) where n = (nr ,..., nd) E Zd, and f E k. 
Using the cocycle property, we established in the proof of Lemma 5.2 that 
is a constant C, such that 
llL(n,f)llhC,(l+~I IM). 
Since 
(1 + c, n,2P)“* 
1 + F Id < Cl (1 + Ii 4”- 1))1/2 
for all n = (nI ,..., Itd) E Zd where C1 is a fixed constant, we have, for any 
p > d/2 + 1, the following estimate for positive scalar sequences u,,~ 
((n, f) E Zd x R): 
;(1+m+Q 
I 
<cc, c 
( ( 
1+x 
4 
, ny y ;( 1+ y:R) uq: 
where we note that the first sum on the right is convergent. 
Let Xg91ZF, .QE~?‘= (4~s: U,d=4 for all gcG}, and let o be the 
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positive z-invariant functional o(A) = (AL& 8). Apply the inequality 
above to the sequence a,f= IlX,,YsZll to get the following estimate: 
=c2w Y*Po x*x+c qp(x)* Y/P(X) Y 
( ( I H 
< c* 11 YQII 2 
II ( 
P, x*x+ 1 #Yw* r:(x) 
I )!I 
G c2 II Yf412 IIx*J4l +c lb/Y(x)* WaI 
I 
=c2 lly~l12 llxl12+c IIylp~~)II* 
( I > 
d c* II YQII’ 
( 
IIXII + 1 IlrPW)ll 
> 
2. 
Since this holds for all YE ‘?I, and Q E XU’/, we get the norm-estimate 
ll&d~)ll d c IIXII + c IISPWII 
( > 
. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.10. 
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Theorem 5.10 can also be extended to some cases where G is not finitely 
generated, namely, to compact abelian groups G such that each finite rank 
subgroup of G is finitely generated. (Every such group is isomorphic to 
TR x K for some index set Sz and some finite group K; see [BEJ].) Where 
the action by G is ergodic, this was done in detail in [BEJ] (see especially 
[ BEJ, Corollary 3.53 ). 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let G be a compact abelian group such that every 
finite rank subgroup of G is finitely generated. Let z be an action of G on a 
C*-algebra 2I satisfying the spectral condition (I’), and let 6 be a * 
derivation with domain D(6) = 91z,. 
Then it follows that 6 extends by closure to C”((u, T), and S is sequentially 
continuous from Cm(21Z, T) to 2I. 
Proof The proof of Corollary 3.5 in [BEJ] goes over, mutatis mutan- 
dis. Since GZ K x T* 
G~tx (TR)kKx u Z. 
R 
For every finite subset n c 0, we let 91z, denote the C*-algebra generated 
by the spectral subspaces ‘u’(y) for y E Kx jJ,, Z. As in [BEJ] we have 
where the union is over all finite subsets n of 0, and where zn is the action 
induced by r on ‘u,. Since CP(21n, tn) is a Frechet space, it follows that 
P(%, t) naturally acquires an LF (inductive limit) topology. 
For given 6, as in the statement of the corollary, consider the restriction 
6,: %A,, + 9I for each finite ,4 s Q. Since K x U,, Z is finitely generated, it 
follows that 
IlL~(y)ll <constlyI 
for y E K x U,, Z where IyI is some norm on K x U,, Z. It is clear then that 
the proof of Theorem 5.10 carries over to 6,. Hence, if p > 4 IAl + 1, then 
there is a constant C, such that 
( 
IAl 
Il~,(JJ)II G c/l IMI + c IlsP(J3I 
> 
for all XE aI,,,, 
I=1 
where vl,..., vlnl are the canonical basis generators for one-parameter sub- 
groups of z(Kx T”). Therefore, the domain of 8 contains U,, C”O(211,, z,). 
In [Jor 33 we considered the Lie algebra of all * derivations, 
6: P(‘%, r) + C”(I11, z), for the special case where the action z is ergodic. 
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We considered the ideal of all approximately inner derivations, and certain 
maximal abelian sub-algebras. In talking about this Lie algebra of 
“smooth” derivations for more general C*-dynamical systems it is useful to 
have the following: 
COROLLARY 5.13. Let G be a compact abelian group such that every 
finite-rank subgroup of e is finitely generated, and let (9I, G, z) be a 
F-dynamical system satisfying the spectral condition (r). 
Then, for every * derivation 6 defined on Ql, such that 6(9I,) s Cm(21, t), 
we have 
Proof: As in the proof of Corollary 5.2, we may easily reduce to the 
case where G is itself finitely generated. We pick a basis for the Lie algebra 
of G and corresponding one-parameter subgroups { g,(t)} c G, 1 <j< d. 
Then let q, be the infinitesimal generator of t --f z( gj(t)). It is then clear that 
each of the commutators 
satisfies the two conditions, D(F)= YII, and $(‘91F)s C”(%, r). For 
p > d/2 + 1, Theorem 5.10 then implies the estimate below for some con- 
stant P: 
for all XE 9II,. By a well-known commutator formula, we have 
v,“(W)) = 4r:W)) + i (n) (ad v,Jk(4 VI-“W. 
k=l 
Using (*) above and Theorem 5.10 and recalling Remark 5.11 about the 
semi-norms for the C”(VI, z)-topology, we then get 
Ilvlp(m)ll G G IIWI + i Il~:+“(wll 
( 1=1 > 
for all XE ‘?I, where C, is some other constant. 
Using Remark 5.11 again it is now clear that 6 is C” - C” continuous. 
Since 111, is dense in C”(M, z), the result follows. 
EXAMPLE 5.14. In several places where we have required that G be 
finitely generated, this condition was essential. Furthermore, although 5.3 
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gives the conclusion “6 is well behaved” for an arbitrary G, if G does not 
satisfy a further restriction, then 6 need not be maximal well behaved. 
These matters are illustrated by the following example. 
There is an ergodic action r of the compact product group G = ZT on 
the CAR-C* algebra ?I, and there exist * derivations 6 on ‘3 satisfying 
(a) D(6) = az,, 
(b) a(%,) E %F, 
and also satisfying condition (1) or condition (2) below. 
(1) The derivation 6 is closable, but 6 is not a generator on a. In fact, 
6 does not extend to a generator on JI = ~(‘3)” for certain (faithful) G- 
covariant representations rc. (The conclusion of Theorem 5.4 fails.) 
(2) The derivation 6 is well behaved (i.e., ~6, dissipative), but S is not 
maximal well behaved; 6 has a proper generator extension, but S is not a 
generator. 
Finally, for the action T we have P(‘?I, r) = ‘%, and therefore no 
unbounded derivation 6 extends to C”(2I, 7). (The conclusion of 
Theorem 5.12 fails. ) 
Proof: A symmetric operator S with dense domain D(S) in a Hilbert 
space 3 is said to be of finite type if there is an orthonormal basis {e,} for 
2 such that {e,} E D(S), the algebraic span 9 = span{e,} is a core for S, 
and S(9) c 9. It is well known that it is possible to choose closed sym- 
metric operators of finite type with deficiency indices (0, 1) or (1, 1). (The 
reader is referred to [Jor 1, Note 4, p. 4121 and [Sto, Theorem 10.27, 
p. 5451 for explicit examples.) 
If we set Zn=span(e,,..., e,}, and YII, = CAR(Xn), then the inductive 
limit ‘$I = lim 21z, is the CAR-algebra over the original space X. Each sym- 
metric operator S on X lifts to a closed quasi-free derivation 6, on 9l. 
Moreover, if 2l,, is the algebraic span of the 2l,‘s, then ‘?I, is a core for ds 
and, if S is of finite type, a,(%,,) L 91zo. This is clear from the formula 
ds(4f )) = a(Qf) for f ED(S), 
where a(f) is the f-annihilation operator on the antisymmetric Fock-space. 
Since 9l is also realized as the inductive limit tensor product S;O M2 
where M, is the 2 x 2 complex matrices, we can get an ergodic action of 
G = ZT on ‘$I as follows: let a be the (essentially unique) ergodic action of 
Z2 x Z2 on MZ, and let r be the product action )( a of the unrestricted 
(Cartesian) product G= X;*(Z, x Z,)zZT. Then it is clear that r is 
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ergodic. So in particular, condition (r) is satisfied. An easy calculation 
gives the identity 
Hence, each symmetric operator S of finite type yields an example of a 
derivation 6 = dS satisfying conditions (a) and (b). 
If S has indices (0, 1) it is known [Jor2, Theorem 1 ] that 6, does not 
have any extensions to derivations which generate strongly continuous 
l-parameter groups on 2I. Using the technique from [Jor2] (viz., the com- 
pletely positive semigroup generated by 6,) it is also easy to show, by con- 
sidering suitable quasi-free states, that there are G-covariant represen- 
tations rc such that 6, is not a generator of a point a-continuous 
1 -parameter group of *-automorphisms on & = ~(a)“. If S has indices 
(1, l), then it is not maximal symmetric. This clearly implies that 6, has 
proper extensions which are also well behaved. 
Remark 5.15 (by George A. Elliott). The following result is a partial 
strengthening of Corollary 4.12, and also gives an “explanation” of 
Theorem 5.4 in particular cases. 
Let r be an action of a compact abelian group G on a C*-algebra ‘$I 
satisfying the spectral condition (r) and let 6 be a * derivation of ‘3 satisfy- 
ing the assumptions 
(a) D(d) = a,, 
(b) W,) c aI,. 
Assume furthermore that there exists a faithful, covariant representation rr 
of ‘?I such that 
7c(21T)’ n 7@I)” G 7c(W)“. 
It follows that 6 has a decomposition into * derivations 6, and 5, 
where 6, commutes with r and $ is bounded. In particular, the closure of 6 
generates a strongly continuous one-parameter group of *-automorphisms 
of 2I. 
Proof: Let 
be the invariant part of 6, and put $= 6 -6,. Putting 4 = Z(N)“, and 
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using the other notation of Lemma 5.1, it follows from that lemma that 8 
extends of .&&, 
and the invariant part of g is 0 by definition. Now it follows from [CE] as 
in the proof of Lemma 5.2 that there exists an H = H* E AF with invariant 
part zero, such that 
blA7 = ad(iH). 
Define a1 on .MF by 
at = ad(S). 
Then $-- 6, has invariant part zero, and b- 6 1 1 dr = 0. But then the cocycle 
L(y) corresponding to b-S, has invariant part zero, and 
L(y) E (A’)’ n .k E &” by the assumption on 7c, thus L(y) = 0 and 
g= d1 = ad(iH) 
on dF, Thus d is bounded. 
As 6, is disipative by Theorem 5.3, and 6,(‘%‘(y)) G a’(y) for all y, &, is a 
generator (see, e.g., [BJ, Theorem 4.41). As $ is bounded, it follows that 
S= 6, + d is a generator. 
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Note added in proof: Extensions and improvements to the results of this paper have been 
reported in K. Thomsen (A note to the preceding paper by Bratteli, Goodman, and Jorgen- 
sen, J. Funct. Anal. 61 (1983x 29&294); 0. Bratteli and D. E. Evans, Derivations tangential to 
compact groups: The non-abelian case, Proc. London Math. Sot., to appear; and 0. Bratteh 
and F. M. Goodman, Derivations tangential to compact group actions: Spectral conditions in 
the weak closure, Canad. J. Math., in press. 
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